FIREFIGHTING

A Longnight'swork

When fire broke out in the Marriott Marina, San Diego, USA swift response from staff and
firefighters averted a disaster. The marina's concrete dock system afforded a stable firefighting
platform and also helped prevent the fire from spreading. Robert Wilkes reports
At 2:23 am, 17th February, 2006, Mary
moorage. A marina fire also presents many
Kuhn's phone rang at home. It was hotel
problems for firefighters - the heat is intense
security.
and the smoke is black. "If the smoke comes
Kuhn is dockmaster and manager of the
at you, you can't see your hand in front of your
466-slip Marriott Hotel Marina in San Diego,
face," said one firefighter.The docks can feel
California - a facility in the heart of San Diego
narrow and may be crowded with equipment
Bay with hundreds oflarge, luxury yachts. The
and firefighting personnel.
value of boats in her marina is close to the GDP
In the dark it's hard to see your footing.
of some countries.
Fully charged 2.5-inch hoses don't move
The marina's location is so prime it has
well around comers, and marinas are full of
a ten-year waiting list for larger slips. The
comers. Put all this together, and you can see
Marriott Hotel and Marina is among the
that middle-of-the-night marina fires can be a
few places in the world where the marina is
challenge. If a firefighter wearing 50 pounds
completely woven into the fabric of a premier
of equipment falls in the water, he can soon
hotel.
be in a survival situation.
Hotel security professionals at the Marriott
In addition, there are many flammables.
are masters of the low-key, nothing-muchGasoline (petrol) or diesel fuel can escape and
happening tone. "We've had a little incident,"
bum on water and propane tanks can explode.
they usually say. This call was different.
Beyond a certain temperature, glass fibre turns
"There's a fire in the marina," a voice said
to liquid and becomes intensely flammable.
urgently and Kuhn raced to the marina as
If a burning boat gets loose, it's an enormous
quickly as the law allows on the waterfront
threat to the rest of the marina.
highway.
Finally, there is the problem of where to
Minutes earlier, a burning electrical panel
place the high-pressurewater to put out the fire
had set off a smoke alarm onboard a 42-foot
as quickly as possible. Boats are built in many
Chris Craft, waking the couple on board. They
compartments, and firefighters have trouble
quickly decided the best course of action was
determining where the 'seed' or hot spot of
to leave and get help.
the fire is located.

The challenge of fire

Time is of the essence in a marina fire. Boat
fires can spread quickly, especially if there's
a wind or if the fire occurs under a covered
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Fighting the fire
Seven blocks from the waterfront, Captain John
Wilson of San Diego Fire and Rescue was on
duty in Fire Station 1. He and his engine crew

were alerted about 2:30 am. As the station's
engines and trucks sped toward the waterfront,
Wilson and the other firefighters replayed the
layout of the marina in their minds. They had
a plan. They had taken part in fire drills there
before. Only this time it was not a drill.
The moment they arrived, Captain Wilson
knew they needed more help. Three boats
were fully involved, and the next two boats
on either side were starting to burn. The
battalion commander, Gina Lamatilla, called
in a second alarm.
Captain Wilson directed his engines and
trucks onto a dockside promenade, removing
obstructions to vehicular traffic as they had
practised during drills.Once on the promenade,
there was still three hundred feet of distance
between the trucks and the fire. They began
laying hose down 'B' Dock, where the boats
were burning, and also on 'A:'.Dock across the
water from the fire.
The hose lay had been practised by the men
of Fire Station 1many times before. They even
had a term for it, 'practising a dock lay' . Rope
bags with throw lines were used to send leads
from one dock to another so that fire hoses
could then be pulled across the water.
"We practise in all the potentially difficult
situations in our area," said Captain Wilson.
"Mary Kuhn and the Marriott have always
been more than cooperative. It made a
difference that night."
Even with practise, it required ten minutes
to get 800 feet of supply hose and firefighting
hose laid out and ready. The 'A:'.Dock crew
were first to get water on the blaze. With a
long-distance nozzle they began a flanking
defence, spraying the nearest unaffected boats
on the left and right to keep the fire from
jumping any further. Soon after, attack hoses
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were directed on the fire in the burning boats
as firefighters on "B" Dock joined the fight.
Class B foam was sprayed on the water and
on the fire to keep fuel from carrying the fire
to other parts of the marina.
Fortunately, there was no wind. Also in the
firefighter's favour was the concrete flotation
built by Bellingham Marine (BMI) in the
1980s. "The concrete docks provided the
stability and safety we needed," said Wilson.
"That was important,especially when working
the fire at night." Another firefighter added,
"The fire was so hot that if the docks had been
made of aluminium or wood, they would have
been distorted or gone."
The two alarms summoned 55 firefighters,
including three battalion chiefs, 15 harbour
police and their fireboats, three coast guards,
four hotel security guards, four hotel engineers
and a delegation of San Diego lifeguards. The
fires were effectively out just before sunrise.
Five boats were destroyed, two were damaged
but repairable. Of the destroyed boats, two
sank in their moorage.

How the docks performed
"The docks did great," said Wilson, "really
well. They had minimal damage. It was a
real credit to concrete docks. There was a
significant amount of heat there, and you want
to be sure you have the most stable platform
to work on," he added.
.

Concrete does not conduct heat, while
aluminium conducts heat well. "We've seen
that during fires in the bleachers at high school
stadiums," said Wilson.
BM! has been engaged to make the minor
repairs. The majority of the repair costs will be
in driving four new pilings to replace the ones
that were exposed to extreme heat between two
burning boats. The finger piers will be replaced
but are still serviceable and can be walked
on. The end floats nearest the fire have some
spalling. The timber whalers were charred but
held up and kept their strength.
Because the Marriott uses concrete flotation,
the fire did not spread down the docks as it
might have with wooden docks or docks with
wood or plastic decking. Fortunately, the
utilities run inside the concrete floats and were
protected from the fire.
Comparisons to other ty'pes of floatation
are interesting. Craig Funston of Redpoint
Structures has 20 years' experience in the
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An aerial view shows how successfully thefire was contained 2. As seen close up, the

{amage was significant. 3. Heavy wood timbers charred on the outside but retained their
tructural integrity. 4. Superficial damage to the docks included spalling of the concrete.

structural design of marinas.
"Concrete flotation is the best you can
have in a fire," he said. "Obviously, wood
docks only add to the problem. Aluminium
structures at the least will anneal in the heat
and lose their strength, and the tubs may
burn or sink. Plastic or wooden decking
will burn and spread to other parts of the
marina. Another safety factor that worked
to the benefit of the Marriott Marina was the
fact that the Bellingham Marine docks are
continuous at the waterline. This provides an
important barrier, keeping flammable liquids
and burning debris from migrating to other
boats in the marina."

What you should know
"My first thought was to get people off their
boats," said Kuhn. "I soon discovered I was
lacking the single most important piece of
firefighting equipment-a flashlight." In her
dash to get people off their boats and out of
the marina, Kuhn stepped on a fire hose in
the dark, twisted her ankle and sprained her
knee. Tenhours later, when the excitement was
over, she finally felt free to go to the hospital
emergency room.
Some owners stayed to protect their boats,
using garden hoses to wet them down, and
fortunately the firefighters did not have to
face the danger of a burning boat being cast
adrift by the wind once the lines burned. The
Marriott has full length fingers in a single slip
configuration that helped keep the boats in
place as well as giving firefighters additional
access to the fire. And, of course, there was
no wind.
Later at the marina, a long night turned into a
long day as all the damaged and affected boats
were removed. Pollution is always a concern.
The US Coast Guard handled the problem after
the fire, containing what was estimated to be
a 30-gallon fuel spill. The mess was cleaned
up and the marina reopened for business that
afternoon.
All day the phones were ringing. As
expected, the fire was all over the news. To
Kuhn it seemed that 400 boat owners were
calling to ask about their boats all at once.After
that experience, she has a better idea. "We're
workingto get everyone'semail addresses,"she
said. "In the future, we will create a mass email
that will provideeveryone the information they
need as quickly as possible."
Robert Wilkes writes about the marina
industryfrom his home in Bellevue,
Washington, USA.
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A division of Krause Manufacturing, Inc.

Revolutionary Vessel
Handling Equipment
-

60 second

launch/haulout

- Remote control operation
Darryl Krause
Phone: 360-398-7533
Toll free: 800-381-5101

Email:
darryl@krausemanufacturing.com
Web: www.sea-lift.com
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- Airbunks gently support hull & gunnels
- Lifts up to 120,000 pounds
- Carries boats up to 65 feet
- Power and Sail boats - Patented
- Use in manufacturing - Diesel Powered
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